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Design Concept:
The origin of the name for the building arises from the shape

of the building. The base of the building is inspired by an artist palette. As a
palette carries a range of colours, the building hosts a variety of artwork. The
building’s architectural feature is a 6 storey cylindrical tower which represents the
hole that is used in a palette where you traditionally place your thumb for
support. It functions as an attractive core aspect of The Palette as it draws
attention from either sides of the street.

Intentions:
The Palette aims to bring about culture and connection with

the community by hosting a large art gallery at its base and second floor. With
the first and second floor being completely encased in curtain wall, The Palette
displays an open expression of art to the community and engages as well as
captures the public’s interest. This concept will allow people to interact, socialize
and involve themselves in the artists and the community. There is also an open
terrace on the fourth floor where artists can collectively collaborate and interact.
The Palette also features a café by the alleyway behind the building. The
alleyway will be rejuvenated to lighten up the area so that the people feel more
welcome. This café should attract and connect with the neighbourhood taking
place throughout Fenning. Across the street of the site lies a park. With the help
of some professional landscaping, it could enhance the natural beauty of the
location and become more engaging for the community.

The Palette aims to provide the artists of Toronto with a means to live, work, create
and collaborate. Located on the corner of Fennings St. and Queen St. West, it’ll be the heart of Toronto’s
art + design district. It provides artists with vast art galleries and studio spaces on the first and second
floor with residential live/work loft units situated on the upper storeys. The Palette aspires to cultivate all
kinds of artists.
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Materials:

The Palette is constructed with an assorted selection of materials to make it inviting and appealing to the whole neighborhood. The
entire building features two claddings which is made up of two contrasting materials. The first two storeys are composed mainly of curtain wall glazing
and grey stone cladding. Following with the next floor above, the third floor follows suite with grey stone cladding as well. The upper fourth and fifth
floors are composed of a contrasting white-sand wood cladding. Within the trim of the glazing, spandrel panels made of aluminum panels help break up
the pattern and give an aesthetic overall appeal to the façade. Located under the overhangs and balcony roofs, wood trim with pot-lights give a nice
complementary earth-tone colour palette to the darker grey stone cladding. The glass tower is to be all composed with LED media mesh. During the day
the tower is transparent, displaying the art work and showing the structural beauty of the tower itself. However at night the mesh will be lit up to display
visuals in vibrant colours and other artistic forms to make it eye-catching for the whole neighbourhood.

The Palette’s goal aims to strengthen, bring about culture, and liven up the art and design district. With such a vast art gallery and
prominent tower that displays colourful art form. It aims to be a source of inspiration and home for aspiring artists in the community. The Palette will be
an iconic symbol and significant corner piece for West Queen West. The Palette’s purpose is to promote community by showcasing the many arts and to
inspire people to learn and come together.
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Sustainable Design Research:

Sustainability is becoming an ever-important aspect of designing buildings in today’s world. It is now an
architect’s job to design buildings according to LEED Standards which rates the buildings sustainability. LEED targets different
aspects of a building where improvements and effort must be made to reduce the negative impacts on the environment. Categories
such as energy consumption, water efficiency, sustainable Materials are all contained within LEED Standards. The Palette
implements technologies and efficient design methods from all the above mentioned categories, to provide it inhabitants with
comfort as well keep the building environmental friendly.



Energy:

The palette utilizes various technologies to reduce energy consumption
within the building, such as solar panels, Energy Star efficient appliances, and LED lights.

Solar Panels:

Solar panel harness energy from the sun, a non-renewable source of
energy. It provides us natural daylight, heat and with technology nowadays- energy. Through
the use of solar panels, cells within the panels capture the suns energy. These cells are also
known as photovoltaic cells and are made up of a semi conducting material. When the
panels capture the energy, it runs through an inverter which thus converts it into useable
energy. solar panel systems also produce clean and pure energy. They virtually produce little
greenhouse gas compared to traditional forms of energy like coal and fossil fuel.

Energy Efficient Star Appliances:

The Energy Star label covers a broad range of products ranging from
washing machines to computers to air conditioners. However they all have one general idea
in mind and that is to operate significantly more efficient to its counterparts while still
maintaining optimal performance

The efficiency of these products can often save up to 30% to 50%
compared to its competition. Appliances that run all day like heaters and air conditioning can
save a lot of money and energy if they ran consuming 30% less energy all day. Another
example is in office equipment like monitors, computers, printers, etc. they all have a standby
mode which puts the product to “sleep” when not in use for extended amounts of time. It
greatly cuts down on the use of energy by up to 75% which is a great deal in savings.
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LED (Light Emitting Diode) Lighting:

LED lights are small lights that are used in our electronics, circuits and even toys, these small lights can still pack quite the shine and
deliver a decent amount of light. While the LED’s in our small scale electronics won’t be able to light a large area that well, the idea surrounding LED
lighting is to cluster the LED diodes together to form a full scale bulb that fits just like a regular incandescent light.

There are also many set advantages when switching to the LED alternative. They are very long-lasting compared to regular
incandescent and florescent bulbs today and they will pay for their expense over time with the reduction in energy use. A few other additions to an LED
alternative is they’re durable, they’re mercury free, and they don’t give off excess heat which in turn wastes more energy. Their extensive use has even
come to light even remote areas where power usually wouldn’t reach like outdoor garages and underneath counters. Some communities today have even
implemented LED streetlights with the same mindset of saving energy while still giving off an abundant amount of light.

Water Efficiency

Dual Flush Toilets:

Dual Flush toilets provides the user with two options. The first option uses up to 1.1 gallons per flush (gpf)
and is used for liquid waste and the second option intended for solid waste uses up to 1.6 gallons per flush. A dual flush toilet
consumes 4.8 gpf as compared to a single flush toilet which saves 8.0 gpf. Annually the single flush uses 2920gpf while the dual
flush uses only 1752 gpf making a difference of 1168gpf. According to these stats by installing the dual flush toilets we reduce
water consumption by 60%.
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Greywater System:

Greywater is waste water that comes from bathroom sinks, shower, tubs kitchen sinks
and washing machines. It contains specks of dirt, food, hair but not feces. Toilet water is known as
“Blackwater”. Greywater is recycled through a double drainage pipe system that is filtered and purified
throughout for reuse. Recycled greywater can be reused for toilets, gardening or even laundry. Results
have shown to save up to 40,000 gallons per year considering a family of four. For this project Aqua2use
grey water system will be reused. Grey water in the Aqua2use goes through 6 main steps: Pre-filtration,
sedimentation process, bio-filtration, UV disinfection, foam separation and lastly cleaning. The green roof
atop the building will only be irrigated through recycled greywater and no potable water.

Drought Tolerant Plants:

Although all plants and trees need water there are some species that
can last a long period of time on little amounts of water. These species of plants and trees
are called “Drought Tolerant”. The green roof for this project will contain many drought
tolerant species such as junipers, Bayberry, Artemisia, Red Valerian etc. To properly earth
these special plants certain criteria must be filled. The soil should contain a lot of organic
matter such as manure which hold moisture and fertilize the soil so the plant can last long
without water. To prevent the growth of weeds and minimize loss of moisture bark chips and
cedar mulch should be placed above the soil to at least 5cm high. In the first year these
plants will need water on the more arid days but second year and onwards the plants can go
two weeks without having to be watered, but when they are watered it should seep within the
soil to a depth of four inches for effectiveness.
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Materials:

Green/White Roof:
A green roof, also known as a “living roof” or a “vegetated roof” is partially or completely covered with plant life. It’s planted on a

waterproofing membrane. They can also contain layers of root barrier and drainage as well as irrigation systems. Green roofs can save their owners more
on their energy bills due to plant evaporation contributing to cooling the building in the spring and summer months. In the winter months green
roofs insulate and retain heat (by adding mass/thermal resistance value. Green roofs also provide public benefits by limiting the amount of storm water
runoff that needs to be processed. The plants on a green roof absorb rain water which reduces the amount of wastewater flowing to the sewer systems
during storms. Green roofs can as well create extra recreational space, which can be attractive as amenities for tenants or value added features for owners
or residents of a building. Green roofs allow architects to create aesthetically pleasing “eco- friendly “roofs that can contribute to many of LEED points

A white roof is also known as a “cool roof. The roof is painted with a solar reflective white coating which is capable of reflecting up to
90% of sunlight. White roofs are also effective at keeping cool when it is hot outside and heating when it’s cold. White roofs keep the building cool which
reduces energy use. To combat global warming, white roofs are more effective at cooling the globe. White roofs can combat global warming by reflecting
more sunlight back into the atmosphere.

Recyclable Material:
Recycling is a process that converts waste materials into reusable objects to prevent waste of potentially useful

materials. With this process, there is a reduction of material consumption, energy usage and pollution. A building is composed of many
materials, in order to use less materials, we can focus on using recycled content. We can also focus on what materials from the building
itself can be recycled in the future. We can evaluate by analyzing the material: how much waste does it produce, how much of the
material is needed, what can be recycled. Building materials that can be recycled include: steel, aluminum, gypsum plasterboard, timber,
concrete, glass, carpet, bricks and tiles. Brilliantly, recycling brings forth innovation, people have come up with new ways to produce a
certain material with recycled content. For example: brick can be produced with old plastic bags and wall/floor tiles can be produced from
cycled granulated corks from wine bottles.
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Moveable Partitions:
The purpose of moveable partitions is to reduce carbon emissions by providing a

flexible and functional layout. The components of the partitions can be dismantled and rearranged so that
the design can be changeable without destroying existing components. Replaced components can be
reused in new context. The components are to be fabricated in standard sizes and from standard
materials. Having moveable partitions allow you to adapt and change the layout to a desired setting.
With that you will save on materials, energy, time and money with moveable partitions. The objective is to
minimize the negative environmental impact of buildings with the efficiency and moderation use of
moveable partitions.
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Sustainable Design Application

L.E.D. Lighting:
The palette is lit up with a total of 250 LED lights throughout, from ground floor

art gallery and café to the 5th floor residential units. These 6” Retrofit lights only consume 14 watts
each but can produce up to an equivalent of up to 130 watts and provide 1250 lumens as well as
provide a wide 120 angle. As compared to 65w incandescent bulbs the palette makes a positive
impact on energy consumption with the use of LE lights.

White/Green Roof Assembly:
The roof of the fourth floor is constructed as a white roof while the fifth

floor is constructed at a green roof. The Green roof is implemented with various species of
drought tolerant plants such as Junipers, Bayberry and Red Valerian. These plants conserve
water as the can last long periods of time without it. The 410m2 green roof as a whole is
ideal as it adds insulation value as a thermal mass and keeps the building warm in the
winter season. The 100m2 white roof will be efficient with addressing global warming.
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Moveable Partition Walls:
The art gallery is composed of moveable partition walls. With the use of these walls, the art gallery

will be flexible and unique as the set up will be altered every so often when new art will rotate in the art gallery.

Dual Flush Toilets:
Dual flush toilets are an excellent way to reduce water consumption in the

community, which is why they have been incorporated in to every washroom from public spaces
on the ground floor to individual residential units above. In total the building contains 15 of these
toilets. A dual flush consumes 4.8 gpf while a standard toilet consumes 8gpf. We are saving
60% percent of the water by switching to dual flush.
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First Floor
Room Name Room Number Area (m2)
Art Gallery 101 354
Café 102 64
Café Patio 103 58
Garage Loading 104 21
Washroom (M) 105 16
Washroom (F) 106 16
Total 529

Second Floor
Room Name Room Number Area (m2)
Design Studio #1 201 38
Design Studio #2 202 37
Design Studio #3 203 51
Design Studio #4 204 51
Design Studio #5 205 42
Meeting Room 206 53
Common Room 207 61
Gallery Space 208 153
Total 486

Third Floor
Room Name Room Number Area (m2)
2 Bedroom 301 142
2 Bedroom 302 123
1 Bedroom 303 57
2 Bedroom 304 60
2 Bedroom 305 94
Total 476

Schedule of Areas
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Fourth Floor
Room Name Room Number Area (m2) 
1 Bedroom 401 69
1 Bedroom 402 49
1 Bedroom 403 62
1 Bedroom 404 48
1 Bedroom 405 76
Total 304

Fifth Floor
Room Name Room Number Area (m2) 
2 Bedroom 501 120
2 Bedroom 502 128
Common room 503 26
Total 274
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Ground Floor Plan15



Second Floor Plan 16



Third Floor Plan17



Fourth Floor Plan 18



Fifth Floor Plan19



Structural Ground Floor Plan 20



Structural Second Floor Plan21



Structural Third Floor Plan 22



Structural Fourth Floor Plan23



Structural Fifth Floor Plan 24
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Street Section 38



January Sun/Shadow Study

11:00 AM 1:30 PM

4:00 PM
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June Sun/Shadow Study

11:00 AM 1:30 PM

4:00 PM
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October Sun/Shadow Study

11:00 AM 1:30 PM

4:00 PM
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PART 1: GENERAL BUILDING DESCRIPTION

ITEM DETAILS OBC REF’S
1.1  Project Description new addition alteration P9

1.2 Major Occupancy(ies)
(A1-4   B1-3  C D  E   

F1-3)
Multiple Occupancy
Yes? / No? 3.1.2.1.(1)

1.3 Building Area (s.m.) Existing  732 S.M.
New   
(S.M.) total 1.1.3.2.

1.4 Gross Floor Area Existing (S.M.)

(not applicable in 
this project)

New 
(S.M.)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Over All Total

1.1.3.2.

1.5  # Storeys
5 Storeys Above 
Grade 0 Storeys Below Grade 3.2.1.1;1.1.3.2.

1.6 Building 
Height (m) 19.5 meters 2.1.1.3.

1.7 High Building Yes No 3.2.6.

1.8  # Streets 2 Streets 3.2.2.10 & 3.2.5.5.

1.9 Classification Group C, up to 6 Storeys, Sprinklered 3.2.2.20-83 

1.10
Barrier Free 
Design

# of Entrances
Required @ 
grade

2 
Entran
ces
Provid
ed @ 
grade 2 elevators provided 3.8

Barrier free Path 
Req’ts

15spac
es of 
parkin
g 
provid
ed # W.C.'s and locations

1.11
Occupant Load Summary

1st floor E # persons: 113 3.1.2.1
1st floor A-2 # persons:129
2nd floor A-2 # persons: 277

2nd floor A-2 # persons: 78

3rd floor C # persons: 20

4th floor C # persons: 10
5th floor C # persons: 10

PART 2: FIRE PROTECTION

ITEM DETAILS OBC REF’S

2.1 Construction Combustible Non-Combustible
Either in 
combination

2.2 Sprinklers Basement only Entire Building
in lieu of roof 
rating 3.2.2.43.

2.3 Standpipe Required Provided In Stairwell 3.2.9.1. (a)(b)

2.4 Fire Alarm Required Provided Each Floor 3.2.4.1.(2)

2.5 Required Ratings 
(hrs)

Exits not less than 1h
Access to exits not less 
than 1h
Exit discharges not less 
than 1h

Roof not less than 1h Mezzanine not less 
than 1h

3.2.2.

3.4.

As “E” occ’y

Supports not less than 
1h

Supports not less than 
1h

Supports not less 
than 1h 3.2.2.20-83 

As “D” occ’y

Supports not less than 
1h

Supports not less than 
1h

Supports not less 
than 1h 3.2.2.20-83 

As “C” occ’y

Supports not less than 
1h

Corridors not less than 
1h

Floor not less than 
1h 3.2.2.20-83 

2.6 Spatial Separation
Between Occupancies

lower upper Rating (Hrs.) 3.1.3.1

Parking retail N/A 3.1.3.1.(1)

Retail Office N/A 3.1.3.1.(1)

Office Residential 1h 3.1.3.1.(1)

Residential Penthouse 1h 3.1.3.1.(1)

2.7 Mezzanines and 
Openings thru floors

Interconnected Yes No

exceptions a) exceptions b) exceptions  c) 3.2.8.2.(6)

configuration a) circle diameter b) ellipse 3.2.8.3.(2)

2.8 Unprotected 
openings in an 
Exposed Building Face

(N-S-E-W?)
Length? Height?
Area?

Complies w/ City of 
Toronto Guidelines

Limiting Distance?

Complies w/ City of 
Toronto Guidelines

Percentage 
allowed
Actual percentage

Complies w/ City of 
Toronto Guidelines 3.2.3
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PART 3: EXIT REQUIREMENTS

ITEM DETAILS OBC REF’S
3.1 Travel distances maximum distance to an exit

45m
3.4.2.5. (1) 
(c)

minimum distance between exits
9m

3.4.2.3 (1) 
(b)

3.2 Dead end corridors Permitted Yes?  Req’ts? No 3.4.

Provided? length (m) occ. Load?
3.3 Corridor width 
(Minimum required)

Retail? Commercial? Residential?
OL x 6.1

3.4.3.2

3.4 Exit Capacity (based on occupant loads)

3.4.1 Corridor Width retail commercial residential  1830mm 3.4.3.2

3.4.2 Stair width retail Commercial
residential
2760mm

3.4.3. # 900mm doors 
from each floor based 
on occ. load retail

Commercial
1st floor: 738mm
2nd floor: 1083mm

residential
3rd floor:956mm
4th floor:923mm
5th floor:923mm
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Washroom Calculations

Floor Calculations
Req’d Number of  
water Closets Males

Req’d Number of  
water Closets For 
Females

OBC
REFERENCE

1 & 2 Occupant Load / 2
=113 +129 / 2
=242 / 2
=121
(* # of Each   sex)

3 5 Table 3.7.4..3 (1)




